The maximum-likelihood estimator for passive range and depth estimation of an acoustic point source in a shallow-water waveguide is presented. The data from a vertical array of hydrophones are passed through a modal filter, the output of which is the set of complex modal amplitudes associated with the normal-mode model of acoustic propagation. The range and depth estimates are then found by a maximum-likelihood estimation procedure that uses these modal amplitudes as inputs. This technique is compared to the matched-field procedure and is shown to have better signal-to-noise and sidelobe behavior for a given scenario. Results are given for both synthetic and real data. The results with the real data demonstrate the importance of the mode-filtering property of the maximum-likelihood estimator presented in this work.
INTRODUCTION
The idea of including environmental information within the sonar signal processing scheme has been put forth on several occasions. In the case of shallow-water passive localization, the problem has become tractable due to the existence of sophisticated propagation models coupled with the advent of modern computer technology. In 1973, Hinich 1 used the normal-mode model of propagation to develop the maximum-likelihood estimator for the depth of a point source using the data from a vertical array of hydrophones. This was probably the first time that a sophisticated propagation model was used for source localization. Later, Bucker 2 proposed a scheme that has become known as "matched-field processing." Here, a search is made over forward solutions of the propagation model, where each solution assumes a particular source location. The estimation process consists of comparing these solutions, each of which constitutes a prediction of the field received on the measurement array, to the measured field. Bucker's method of making this comparison effectively consists of forming the inner product between the measured and predicted vector of array outputs. The squared magnitude of this estimator is then plotted on a range-depth map where the coordinates of the maximum constitute the estimate of the range and depth of the source. Various versions of this approach have been put forth. 3'4 More recently, direct inversion techniques have been investigated. 5-7 These approaches are based on normalmode theory, which allows a set of linear equations in the modal amplitudes to be written that can be directly inverted. These amplitudes contain the range and depth information that must then be extracted as a second step. This second step can of course be cart led out by a forward search just as in the matched-field method; the difference being that the direct inversion approach allows mode filtering, since the modal amplitudes are solved for directly.
•') Presently at: Naval Underwater Systems Center, Code 0IV, Newport, RI 02841.
In' both the matched-field and direct inversion approaches, the scenario usually, but not necessarily, consists of a vertical array of hydrophones that samples the vertical structure of the field. The application of the model can then be viewed as being equivalent to the introduction of a matched beamformer, i.e., a beamformer that differs from a standard plane-wave beamformer in that it matches the configuration of the field peculiar to the particular acoustic propagation conditions.
•-It should be pointed out that although the matched-field techniques can involve prohibitively large computation times, since they must reeompute the field for each assumed source location, they offer the luxury of allowing propagation models of any desired degree of complexity, such as range-dependent models, whereas the direct-inversion techniques are based on the linearity of the modal equations and thus are basically limited to the range-independent case. However, since the direct inversion techniques essentially constitute a modal filter, they allow solutions to be carried out using as many or as few modes as desired. This can be an important advantage since numerical studies have shown that errors in the assumed value of the sound velocity profile assumed for the model can impact the modes in diverse ways, depending on the nature of the error? 9
In this article we wish to address the question of the estimator itself. In particular, we show that, given the normal-mode model of propagation, the maximum-likelihood 
where x is an M-dimensional vector given by x =/3 + e.
(10) At this point a few comments are in order. Equation (9) can be recognized as a form of the normal equation. Thus the vector x can be considered to be a least-squares estimate of the vector of modal amplitudes. For our purposes, however, it is to be considered simply as a linear transformation that effectively resamples the data in order to reduce their number to be equal to M, the number of degrees of freedom, i.e., 
which for our purposes can be written as
The 
The asterisk designates the complex conjugate. 
where R is the covariance matrix of the data.
II. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A numerical and experimental study was carried out for a particular scenario, the configuration of which is depicted in Fig. 1. A of the matched-field estimator directly. It should be noted that the threshold in these plots has been elevated. This was necessary due to the poor sidelobe behavior of this estimator. With lower thresholds, the maximum was not easily discerned from the plot.
In Fig. 9 In order to gain some insight into the curvature of the log-likelihood surface, the Fisher information matrix was evaluated for the case of SNR = 0 riB. The results are given in Table III . Here, we see two interesting properties. First, the estimates are essentially uncorrelated, and second, the Cramer-Rao lower bounds on the estimates are quite small.
As mentioned in Sec. , these bounds are obtained as N-, oo.
From Eqs. ( 15)-(17), it can be seen that, not unexpectedly, these lower bounds vary directly in proportion to the variance of the noise. In the case of this work, one would not expect the variances on the estimates to be nearly this small since the data are not well averaged since N, the number of hydrophones, is 32.
In regard to the experimental results, it should be emphasized that the data were selected. There were great difficulties in maintaining the array vertical and straight due to currents. As a consequence, the array was constantly in motion and many of the time records produced poor solutions or no solution at all. Although several experimental solutions were obtained, that shown in Fig. 9 was selected for its low sidelobe behavior. In this solution a strong bias in depth is evident. This, most likely, is due to the distortion of the array. A further anomaly of the experimental results is that in no case could a solution be found without filtering out the two highest modes. It is speculated that this also is connected to the deformation of the array, since it would be expected that the phase information of the modes would be more disturbed the higher the mode order. Whatever the reason, this points out the importance of the mode filtering property of this estimator. Even in the case of a perfectly positioned array this filtering property can be of importance for other reasons. For example, in the case of an array of short aperture compared to the depth of the water column or an array with incorrect hydrophone spacings, one would expect that all modes would not be well sampled. In this case, the order of the system could be estimated from the data. Given this order estimate, the offending modes could then be filtered out.
The issue of the array distortion is an example of a more general problem usually referred to as the "mismatch problem," that is, the effect on the estimator of errors in the model parameters. This has been shown to be a major limitation to these model-based passive localization techniques. 8'9 Recently, it has been demonstrated that by using a horizontal (towed) array instead of a vertical array, only knowledge of the modal wavenumbers is necessary to determine range. That is to say, direct knowledge of the sound velocity profile, water depth, and bottom conditions is not required. Furthermore, with a sufficiently long physical array or by using synthetic aperture techniques, these wavenumbers can be directly estimated from the data, thereby avoiding the need for a priori knowledge of the model parameters.
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